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How Non-Marking Rubber Tracks Can Improve
Your Machinery
It’s time to invest in new tracks for your machinery, but heavy-duty work requires heavy-duty tracks that will
function at a high rate of efficiency in both smooth and harsh conditions. You need non-marking rubber tracks
for turf, which will allow you to maintain the best productivity on some of the unruliest terrain. That’s why
McLaren Industries offers turf-friendly rubber tracks for a variety of equipment, which will decrease downtime
for your machinery and add to your company's bottom line.

Turf-Friendly Tracks Features and Benefits
How can our turf-friendly rubber tracks make your machinery more useful and valuable in the workplace?
McLaren Industries rubber tracks come with multiple features that can increase performance, life-span and
resistance to damage from cuts and frequent use. We implement two primary technologies that set our products
apart from our competitors:
SpoolRite Belting Technology™: A machine enhancement that involves running a strong steel cable
through the track to protect it from wear and tear.
Advanced Rubber Compound: A compound developed in order to provide our rubber tracks with enough
power and reinforcements to ensure years of longevity and reliable service.

Equipment Options
When you buy no-mark rubber tracks from McLaren Industries, you're not limited to just one equipment option.
We have several types of turf-friendly rubber tracks in our inventory that you can choose from for various
pieces of equipment, including:
Rubber tracks for compact track loaders (CTL): Compact track loaders offer great stability on a variety of
surfaces, which is why they're such popular pieces of construction equipment. However, to function at its
best, a CTL needs high-quality tracks that can handle rough conditions, such as our Terrapin Rubber
Tracks or Maximizer™ Rubber Tracks.
Rubber tracks for multi-terrain loaders (MTL): These loaders are even more versatile than CTLs, which
makes them perfect for work on softer surfaces. Our MTL track options are resistant to wear and tear as
well as lug damage, even on some of the most unforgiving terrain.
Over-the-tire tracks for skid steer loaders: Construction workers use skid steer loaders for a variety of
lifting and digging tasks on the job, but these machines have a hard time functioning on uneven ground.
That’s why you need over-the-tire tracks from McLaren Industries, which can help increase your
machine’s performance. You can check out our products, which have features to help increase versatility,
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traction and more.

Why Buy From McLaren Industries?
Our innovative technology and wealth of product benefit options make us your number one business to purchase
tracks and tires from. We offer service all over the world so that no matter where you are, we can deliver you
long-lasting, high-grade no-mark rubber tracks that will allow you to work on any terrain.
If you want to increase your productivity on the field and maximize the effectiveness of your machines, our
products come complete with warranty, advanced technology and timely delivery. Request a quote today or call
for more information about our products.
Request a Quote

